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Oblivion Song
Things in Oblivion are heating up as Nathan deals with danger on all sides.
Nathan Cole faces Ghozan Dakuul with the fate of the Earth hanging in the balance! Where do things go from here? You will never guess!
At long last, the curtain is pulled back on Oblivion. We finally get to see the Kuthaal in their daily life, how they live...and what they have planned. Is Dakuul our greatest threat, or
an unlikely ally?
A decade ago, 300,000 citizens of Philadelphia were suddenly lost in Oblivion. The government made every attempt to recover them, but after many years, they gave up. Nathan
Cole...won't. He makes daily trips, risking his life to try and rescue those still living in the apocalyptic hellscape of Oblivion. But maybe...Nathan is looking for something else?
Why can't he resist the siren call of the Oblivion Song?
From the pages of Invincible comes a Science Dog odyssey no fan should miss! Spanning time and space, watch Science Dog fight fire with fire, evil with science! Collected from
issues #1 and #2 of Science Dog
CELEBRATING OUR HUGE 25TH ISSUE WITH SPECIAL BONUS CONTENT AND AN ALL-NEW STORY ARC! Nathan Cole's world has changed. Nothing could have
prepared him for what has happened, what he's had to do, and how it has affected him. Starting now, he embarks on a new journey with a full knowledge of Oblivion and what
caused the Transference! The fate of the Earth rests in his capable hands! Also in this issue, a special ORIGIN STORY drawn by series colorist extraordinaire ANNALISA LEONI!
A decade ago, 300,000 citizens of Philadelphia weresuddenly lost in Oblivion. Now, history has repeated as three more cities haveswapped dimensions, igniting the final war
between humans andGhozan. The hitseries from visionary The Walking Dead creator Robert Kirkman, Lorenzo De Feliciand Annalisa Leoni continues here! Collects OBLIVION
SONG#31-36.
This hardcover features the first twelve issues of the hit comic book series, along with covers and a sketchbook, in one oversized hardcover volume. Perfect for long-time readers
and new fans. Contains OBLIVION SONG #1-12.
A decade ago, 300,000 citizens of Philadelphia were suddenly lost in Oblivion. The government made every attempt to recover them, but after many years they gave up. Nathan Cole... wonÕt.
He makes daily trips, risking his life to try and rescue those still living in the apocalyptic hellscape of Oblivion. But maybe Nathan is looking for something else. Why can't he resist the siren call
of the Oblivion Song? Collects OBLIVION SONG BY KIRKMAN and DE FELICI #1-6
Nathan Cole is taken deeper into Oblivion than he's ever journeyed before...and what he finds there is astounding.
The battle between Earth and the Kuthaal rages on across the globe! In Los Angeles, Nathan Cole stands alone, hoping to reverse the effects of this transference to save those people
stranded in Oblivion, but are his efforts too little, too late?
In the wake of last issue's startling revelation, Nathan Cole's world comes crashing down around him. For the sake of two worlds, he must pick up the pieces and carry on.
Who ARE the Faceless Men? Finally SOME ANSWERS.
In this extra-sized conclusion to our monumental second arc, Nathan has reached the end of the road and there's no turning back. YouÕll never guess where we go from here!
The Kuthaal have invaded, and Earth is not prepared! Los Angeles, Paris, and Hong Kong are experiencing three separate transference events! Nathan Cole may be the only person capable
of standing up to the Kuthaal forces, but will he be enough? This is the beginning of the end as we march toward our FINAL issue!
Something bad is happening in Oblivion. Every creature that resides there is on edge and out of control but why? And what happens if the chaos spills over to Earth? Something must be done.
A decade ago, 300,000 citizens of Philadelphia were suddenly lost in Oblivion. The government made every attempt to recover them, but after many years, they gave up. Nathan Cole...won't.
He makes daily trips, risking his life to try and rescue those still living in the apocalyptic hellscape of Oblivion. But maybe...Nathan is looking for something else? Why can't he resist the siren
call of the Oblivion Song? Collects OBLIVION SONG #1-6
The dangers of Oblivion are running free but how?
Who are the Faceless Men? Finally...some answers. Collects OBLIVION SONG #19-24
Deep in Oblivion, things get worse.
Nathan's journey to atone for past sins has just led to more pain and heartbreak for those around him. He's due for a win, but will it come?
"Nathan Cole's world comes crashing down around him. For the sake of two worlds, he must pick up the pieces and carry on. Collects OBLIVION SONG #7-12"
A decade ago, 300,000 citizens of Philadelphia were suddenly lost in Oblivion. There was a time when Nathan Cole was the only one searching Oblivion for human survivors lost there. Now,
heÕs the one in need of rescue! Collects OBLIVION SONG #25-30
In the wake of the world's SECOND transference event everything is different now.
Rick and Glenn venture outside the prison, and what they find will change this series FOREVER.
Heather Warren is enjoying a nice night at home, eating dinner, watching television KILLING KUTHAAL? And seriously...WHERE is Nathan Cole these days?!
Nathan's obsession with Oblivion has put a strain on every aspect of his life. His love for Heather is really put to the test now that he's closer than he's ever been to finding what he's truly
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The battle between Earth and the Kuthaal rages on across the globe! Meanwhile on Oblivion, Heather has an audience with Lord Halaak...
A decade ago, 300,000 citizens of Philadelphia weresuddenly lost in Oblivion. There was a time when Nathan Cole was the only onesearching Oblivion for human survivors lost there. Now,
he's the one inneed of rescue!
In the wake of the world's second transference event, everything is different. Collects OBLIVION SONG #13-18
The deeper mysteries of Oblivion are beginning to reveal themselves as Nathan Cole's problems on Earth grow more and more dire.
Oblivion Song by Kirkman and de Felici
Meanwhile, deep in Oblivion, Edward Cole and Mateo search tirelessly for any sign of Nathan...oh, how the tables have turned.
Nathan Cole's world comes crashing down around him. Forthe sake of two worlds, he must pick up the pieces and carryon. Collects OBLIVION SONG#7-12.
"END OF STORY ARC Nathan’s world is collapsing around him. Things on Earth couldn’t be going any worse, and in Oblivion, Nathan has found a large group of survivors... who don’t want
to leave."
A decade ago, 300,000 citizens of Philadelphia weresuddenly lost in Oblivion. Nathan Cole was the only one to have never given upsearching the apocalyptic hellscape of Oblivion. Now, in
the wake of the world'sSECOND transference event... everything isdifferent. This hardcover features the twelveissues of the hit comic book series, along with covers and a sketchbook, in
oneoversized hardcover volume. Perfect for long-time readers and new fans. Collects OBLIVION SONG#13-24.
Der Blick hinter den Schleier Vor einem Jahrzehnt sind 300.000 Bürger Philadelphias plötzlich im Oblivion verschwunden. Die Welt von Nathan Cole hat sich vor Zehn Jahren vollkommen
verändert. Nichts hätte ihn auf das vorbereiten können, was damals geschah, was er seitdem zu tun gezwungen ist und wie sich die Geschehnisse auf sein ganzes Sein auswirken. Es gab
eine Zeit, in der Nathan Cole der einzige war, der im Oblivion nach den menschlichen Überlebenden suchte, die dort verloren gegangen waren. Jetzt ist er derjenige, der gerettet werden muss
– tief im Oblivion, suchen Edward Cole und Mateo unermüdlich nach irgendeinem Zeichen von Nathan ... oh, wie sich das Blatt doch gewendet hat. Dieser Band enthält die Einzelhefte #25-30
von Robert Kirkmans und Lorenzo De Felicis Horror-Comic-Hit OBLIVION SONG.
The time has come: Dakuul leads the Ghozan Legion as they invade Earth! Nathan Cole returns home to learn that we are in no way prepared for such a thing. Chaos ensues!
Vor 10 Jahren tauchte in Philadelphia plötzlich eine andere, geheimnisvolle Dimension auf, die fast die Hälfte der Stadt mit einem neuen Ökosystem überzog - inklusive gigantischen,
fleischfressenden außerirdischen Monstern. Fast 20.000 Menschen verloren dabei ihr Leben. Nach der Katastrophe finden Wissenschaftler heraus, dass die fremde Welt nicht einfach in
Philadelphia erschienen war, sondern den Platz mit einem Teil der Stadt getauscht hatte. Eine neue Technologie ermöglicht nun die Reise zwischen Erde und der Oblivion genannten
Dimension. In diese werden nun Rettungsteams geschickt, um die Überlebenden des echten Philadelphias in Oblivion zu finden und zu retten.
Nathan Cole finds out that some of the people stranded in Oblivion don't want to leave and will fight to the death in order to stay.
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